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Dramatic upgrades to travel effectiveness and productivity
An airline ticket, no matter how affordable, is money wasted if the employee fails to arrive on time
for the meeting. Missed opportunities, employee inconvenience, and unanticipated travel
expenses need to be measured and managed as part of the total trip cost. In these times of
declining airline performance and high load factors, UNIGLOBE Travel recognizes that while we
cannot prevent travel problems all together, we can certainly offer the industry’s most innovative
tools to help minimize your trouble and to maximize the value from every travel dollar you spend.
You wouldn’t send your employees into a business appointment without the right tools, and
UNIGLOBE Travel can offer them the best chance of getting there.

Traveller

Sam travels 8-days a month
Business travel is hard enough, particularly these days. Sam appreciates
that his company and UNIGLOBE Travel provide the best mobile flight
intelligence to minimize his inconvenience. He values the pre-departure
email confirming his flight status before he leaves home. He still talks about
the time he made his flight because he got an early alert of a terminal
change, even when the airport displays had the wrong data.

Mary’s day of 500 travellers
Mary used to hate these days, every time the phone would ring, it would be
another crisis without a fix. Now, Mary is confident because she knows that
all her travellers are in good hands with UNIGLOBE Flight Tracking. Mary
receives advanced notification when one of her company’s employees will
be running late or will miss a connection. Now she has time to notify her
business contacts of a change in meeting time, the hotel check-in time, and
the transportation company to change its pickup time, and her employees
of the changes in the trip.
Travel Coordinator

Key Features
Travel Coordinators / Executive Assistants have the ability to easily monitor all traveller’s flights
on one screen.
Enables company Travel Coordinators to be proactive and make all the necessary changes when
flights are cancelled or delayed.
Notifies travellers that they don’t have to rush to the airport when a flight has been delayed or
cancelled. Also, be the first to know of an airport gate change.
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